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     Expense deduction system is an important part of individual income tax law. It
not only directly affects the amount of taxable income, but also affects the
individual income tax foundation for adjusting income distribution. So it has
become the hotspot and focus of individual income tax law reform in China.
Although expense deduction system has been modified many times, but there are
still many defects need to improve. The reform of the expense deduction system
depends on the reform of the individual income tax system mode, and the reform
objective of individual income tax system mode is mixed income tax in China. So
it has important practical significance to discuss the reform of expense deduction
system based on mixed income tax system.
     This article according to the requirements of tax equity principle, survival right
protection principle and net income principle, analyzes the problems of expense
deduction system. These problems include expense deduction unfair, didn’t
consider the taxpayers’ family burden, and deductible items not enough perfect
and so on. By comparison and analysis of the expense deduction system of
Britain, Japan, the United States and Sweden, it finds that they are something in
common. Combined with above comparisons and realistic national conditions in
our country, the paper put forward three aspects and two step to construct
expense deduction system of individual income tax based on mixed income tax
system. Three aspects is the livelihood deduction, special deduction and essential
cost deduction.
      The innovations of this article are: firstly, according to the requirements of tax
equity principle, survival right protection principle and net income principle,
analyzes the problems of expense deduction system in China, and put forward
some reform suggestions for expense deduction system. Secondly, the reform of













step is to introduce some deductible items, such as child support deduction,
disabled people deduction, education expense deduction, commercial insurance
premium deduction and loss deduction. The second step is to introduce remaining
deductions, including parent support deduction, married couple’s deduction, and
medical treatment fee deduction and so on.
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